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President's Forum Raises
Questions, Offers FewAnswers
by Emily Flinn
Editor-In-Chief

Students, faculty and administra-
tion filled HardieAuditorium last Tues-
day, April 25, to present statements and
questions to President James Daugh-
drill at the campus-wide forum. The
president stood alone on the stage, say-
ing "I simply want to hear what you
have to say, and I want an opportunity
to respond to your questions and con-
cerns," but by the end of the nearly
three-hour forum, there were few an-
swers given and little reassurance pro-
vided.

Associate Professor of Mathemat-
" ics Steve Gadbois took the podium and

read a statement drafted by the Rhodes
College Faculty Assistance Association
and voted upon by members of the
faculty (see Gadbois statement page 3).
Gadbois was the first of many faculty
members to present formal statements
at the forum.

Daughdrill went on to expound
upon the present tenure system. He
suggested that maybe it would be better
to simply not set up people as being in
tenure track positions, to guard against
any incorrect assumptions. "Not hav-
ing tenure tracks is not tantamount to
not giving tenure" he said, adding that
there needstobea solution whichwould
be the most "humane." Daughdrill
equated tenure with job security, but

denied that being on a tenure track had
any sort of security; "a tenure-track
position of course does not imply that
a position will be there six or seven
years from now. I don't think anybody
thinks that"

Students were particularly con-
cerned about the continuity of their
professors. Many students wondered
how they would have an advisor or get
letters of recommendation when pro-
fessors are at Rhodes for only a term
position. Daughdrill's response was
"we want to offer as much security as
this college is able to offer. We also
want diversity with that continuity and
we also want new thought and ideas

contlnue pag 3

Ceremony Signals Coming of Campus Life Center
by Eric May nityand the Board ofTrustees gathered of the $20 million project which will Daughdrill, plans for the project were The project will expa
StaffCorrespondent on Thursday, April20, in Hardie Audi- include extensive renovations of cur- developed three years ago in response fitness and weight facilities I

torium forthe historicgroundbreaking rent athletic facilities aswellas the con- to the growing campus community. to 6,000 square feet. The r
With construction already under of the new Campus Life Center. The struction of two new buildings. Malloryand HydeGymnasiumswhich structed facility will contain

way, members of the college commu- ceremony officiallyrecognizedthestart According to President James previouslyheld all athletic facilitiesand toned exercise roomswithn
offices, were constructed in the 1950's vascular equipment.
to serve the varsity athletes of a school Both of the present gy
numbering 600. "Today fitness, will be renovated. Howe
wellness, and extracurricular activities Gymnasium will be convert
are a way of life, enjoyed by all- stu- activities center, housing thr
dents, faculty, [and] staff," said Daugh- ball courts and an aerobics
drill. With interviews from students, lory Gymnasium will be ren

' coaches and officials of the college, ar- lory-Hyde and will undergo
chitects believe that they have designed changes, including the consi
a facility which will meet the needs of a press box and the installati
the entire campus community. tional seating. The new spor

Athletic Director Michael Clary will feature dressing rooms
believes that those who will benefit the ers for students and faculty

1 r most from the Campus Life Center will those used for varsity sports be "Rhodes faculty, staff and students tion to the renovation proc
who are not varsityathletes. Currently, Athletics building will be ci

y the facilities we have in Mallory and to house training rooms and
Hyde Gyms are very marginal for this the Athletic Department.
group of the Rhodes community." continued 01
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Groundbreaking Signals
Coming of Campus Life Center
continued from page 1
the Athletic Department.

Bryan Hall will be the future home
of the Student Commons which Clary
claims, "has been designed primarily
for recreational use." It will house the
Lynx Lair, complete with television and
lounge areas, and a new snack bar
which will offer a wide range of prod-
ucts. Above the Student Commons will
be located a large activities room that
can be used for lectures, parties and
conferences. A multi-sports forum will
have two all wood courts and one multi-
purpose synthetic court which will al-
low students and varsity teams to prac-
tice tennis, soccer and track events. A
batting cage for baseball and hitting
cage for golf will permit those students
who wish to pursue interests in these
areas to do so.

Although the construction pro-
cess has disrupted life for those used to
exercising in the old athletic facilities,
Clary believes that students and faculty
have adjusted well to thesituation. "I've
heard few complaints and everyone has
been very cooperative about any in-
convenience they've had to deal with."

The Athletic Department has tried
to minimize the effect of the renova-
tion and construction, relocating the
exercise equipment to other campus
locations. Thecardiovascular machines
will be housed in the northeast corner
of Frazier-Jelke until March 1996 when
their future home in the new athletics
building will be complete. The weight
room, currently located in the tennis
complex, will be temporarily placed in
two rooms in the lower level of Mallory
Gym beginning in August until it can
join the cardiovascular equipment in
the new building.

With a completion date of No-
vember 1, 1995, the varsity basketball
teams will be the firsttotakefulladvan-
tage of the new Mallory-Hyde Gymna-
sium. However, "the men's varsity
dressing room will be the first room
completed by August 15, in time for
preseason practice for soccer, cross-
country and football," Clary said.

Clary believes that the team which
will be most inconvenienced by the
process next season will be the women's
volleyball team. Because the renova-
tion process will not be complete, the
women will be forced to practice and
compete off-campus in the gym of the
Idlewild Presbyterian Church. The re-
maining locker rooms and the activity
portion of Hyde Gymnasium will not
be finished until January 1996. Ac-
cording to Helen Norman, Director of
Public Information, "August 1996 is
the target date for completion of Bryan,
the activities building and the athletics
building."

Currently all but $700,000 has

been raised for the enormous project
and approximately $2 million has been
contributed towards the future main-
tenance of the new facility. Once fin-
ished, the Campus Life Center will be a
state of the art facility which will afford
members of the Rhodes community
participation in academic, athletic and
social activities to an extent that was
not previously possible. Clary has vis-
ited over twenty new facilities in the
past few years and believes that "the
Campus Life Center will truly be one of
the top five facilities in the country, and
may very well be the most comprehen-
sive facility you find in a small, liberal
arts schooL"

Trial Team Earns
National Awards
by Chris Knight
Editor-in-Chief

The mock trial teams recently
earned first- and fifth-place awards in
the nation in the annual National In-
tercollegiate Mock Trial Tournament.

Rhodes actually qualified three
teams at the regional competition in
Louisville, but the competition rules
only permitted two teams to advance to
the national level, in which 72 teams
from 12 regions competed.

The mock trial team has won four
of the last six national competitions
and has finished in the top ten for the
last seven years. In addition, the team
has been the top pick of each judge in
each round of the national competition
for the last two years.

Members of the first-place team
include senior Melissa Berry, juniors
Ryan Feeney, Mike Hart, Nikki
HolzhauerandKaren Jones,andsopho-
mores Jenny Hill and Gina Yannitell.

Members of the fifth-place team
include seniors Paul Guibao, Ian John,
Chip Riggs and Trent Taylor, juniors
Jennifer Shepard and Will Powell, and

first-year students Sara Stainback and
Ashley West, as well as alternate junior
Whitney King.

The educator coach for the teams
is Prof. Mark Pohlmann of Political
Science, while the attorney coach is
Whit Gurkin.

The competition is held each year
in Des Moines, IA, in conjunction with
Drake University, and attracts close to
200 teams to competition at the re-
gional level. The trials are judged by
Des Moines area trial judges and trial
attorneys, and sometimes have juries.
Judges have included Chief and Associ-
ate Justices ofthe Iowa Supreme Court,
while the jury usually contains political
figures of the area.

The case for this competition in-
volved a train-auto accident, and was a
comparative fault case to determine
who was more negligent

The Board of Trustees on April 20
adopted a resolution to "congratulate
the college's mock trial team on captur-
ing the national championship title at
the National Intercollegiate MockTrial
Tournament for the fourth time in the
last six years."
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Forum Raises Questions, Offers Few Answers
continued from page 1
from younger scholar-teachers.

In answer to this statement, Valarie
Ziegler, a tenured professor of Reli-
gious Studies who has resigned, came
to the podium. She spoke directly to
the students, saying "it hurts me to
think that many of you students will
not receive the same quality of educa-
tion that I received as an undergradu-
ate at a liberal arts college comparable
to Rhodes." She urged students to think
carefully about the repercussions of a
mostly term-appointed faculty. "The
best and brightest scholar teachers in
the land do not aspire to a two- or
three-year appointment at Rhodes
College...we will not hire the best for
you. Even if we do hire the best, we will
not retain them." She directed students
to look at the "Faculty Response to the
Dean's White Paper on Tenure" for the
undesirable options for dealing with
exceeding the tenure quota which the
faculty has delineated.

Assistant Professor of English
Traci Carroll, who is new to Rhodes
this year, spoke to this issue as well. She
stated that it's not a matter of getting
new faculty who are of quality; there are
"hundreds ofdesperate new Ph.D. hold-
ers" who can't find jobs, and who will
take a three-year contract at Rhodes
instead of holding out for a position

with the possibility of tenure.
Two professors of International

Studies, Bill Felice, who has resigned,
and Nancy Mitchell, whose position
has been terminated, also made state-
ments at the forum, concerning not
only the tenure problem in general, but
their concerns with the I.S. department
specifically (see boxes page 4). Daugh-
drill cited Mitchell's impending law-
suit as a reason for keeping the matter
confidential, though he encouraged
anyone who did feel abused to stand up
for themselves.

According to Felice, Assistant to
the President for College Relations Loyd
Templeton approached Mitchell fol-
lowing the forum and asked her, "Do
you feel better?" When she answered,
"Well, no," Templeton responded, "I
think you would after spewing your
hate." Templeton declined to com-
ment on the matter.

President Daughdrill did not speak
to specific cases or departments. Speak-
ing on the new faculty for next year, he
said "as heretical as this may sound, we
will make appointments in many cases
that are better professors than some
who are leaving."

Daughdrill went on to express that
"the only part of all of this that has been
a surprise to me" was th fact that ro-

cotlnuea on pe 4

Thank you to faculty members
who have presented, assisted and answered

countless questions at admissions programs this
year. Both on and off-campus, your contributions

to these programs have been invaluable.

Thank you!

The Admissions Office

1798 MIadtise * ossi 725-1726
v'-Al: **Sale Day Service***

SEVICE, Ns. MONDAY- SATURDAY
---------------------------

I "

L SWEATER SPECIAL
Bring in any Sweater a tong wm i oter and the second

I . Sweater of equal or lesser cost I
I will be dry cleaned at no additional charge. I
L Expres 120.9 I---------------------------------------------------

Text of Dr, Steve Gadbois's Statement
Editors' Note: The following is the text of a statement that Dr. Steve Gadbois, Associate Professor of Mathematics and

Computer Science, made at the Campus-Wide Forum on Tuesday, April 25.
The following statement was drafted following a meeting Monday whose invitees included all 67 members of the

Rhodes College Faculty Assistance Association, a chapter of the American Association of University Professors. All
Faculty members (members and non-members of the FAA) were allowed to cast a non-binding, anonymous vote. Of
those who chose to respond, there were sixty-eight (68) votes in favor, four (4) against , and one (1) abstention. This
does not represent an official action of the faculty.

April 25, 1992
We are here today to support our students' recognition that the College faces a moment of crisis that threatens the

quality of education at Rhodes. Many of us feel that we are working in an environment of hostility and disrespect that
undermines our ability to provide the education you deserve. There are four issues we want to talk about today:

1. We are deeply concerned about the College's move toward a temporary and revolving faculty. In an effort to
enforce a tenure cap that is not needed, faculty positions have been converted from tenure-track to short-term
appointments. The faculty's opposition to these changes is on record, as detailed in the document "Faculty Responses
to the Dean's White Paper on Tenure." As a result of these policies, it is difficult for Rhodes to hire and retain the best
professors, and you cannot reasonably expect continuity in our academic programs or in advising.

2. Faculty authority to define faculty positions, conduct searches, and make decisions about curricular changes has
been significantly undermined. Control of the curriculum is being taken out of the hands of the professional teacher/
scholars trained in their respective academic disciplines who are most qualified to determine what ought to be taught.
This loss of curricular integrity diminishes the quality of your education and the value of a Rhodes degree.

3. A high-quality education for the Twenty-first Century requires the most diverse faculty possible. The impact of
current policies undermines diversity. The faculty expressed its concerns over this issue at the April 12 meeting.

4. A largely temporary and untenured faculty working, in conditions of hostility and disrespect, cannot present
students with new and challenging perspectives. Genuine debate and openness, which are at the heart of academic
freedom, are jeopardized at Rhodes.

These problems will not be solved today. They have a long history and can only be addressed by significant efforts
of all parties involved. We pledge to work with the SGA to implement structural changes that will allow faculty and
students to participate in the decision-making process to assure the quality education you all deserve.

1 Con gra taons
to

The Rhodes Senior Class of'95
Join us for our Cinco de Mayo Celebration

Thurs.-Sat. May 4,5,6 - Free Prizes,
Free T-shirts (while they last),

$2.00 Import Mexican Beer Specials and
other South-of-the-Border specials.

Free non-alcoholic beverages to designated drivers.

No fuss, No fills. No ferns.
Just good fo4 good drinks good fun,

and lots of Midtn charm.
Kitchen is open for lunch Mon.-Fri. 1 la.m.-3p.m. and, beginning in May,

Fri. & Sat. evenings 6p.m.-midnight.

1688 Madison at Belvedere * 726-5004
Proper I.D.'s please. We encourage responsible drinking.
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ons, Offers Few AnswersForum Raises Questi
continued from page 3 would hope it would be greeted with a
fessors who were offered remedial help welcome."
for low evaluations scores described The issue of sexism and racism in
the gesture as "demeaning or confron- tenurepositionswasbrought upaswell.
tational." Daughdrill said "if that is to Instructor Nancy Bercaw, one of the
be greeted with a resignation, as far as history professors who has resigned,
I'm concerned so be it. I would hope it described the "ghettoizing" of women

Text of Dr, Bill Felice's Statement
Editors' Note: The following is the text of a statement that Dr. Bill Felice,

Assistant Professor of International Studies who has resigned, made at the
Campus-Wide Forum on Tuesday, April25.

1)Instability in the Department. For the last decade, there has been
continuous faculty turnover [in the International Studies Department]. No
systematic or honest attempt has been made by the administration to inves-
tigate why. Why all the firings? Whyare scholars forced to seek jobs elsewhere?
What's wrong with the way this department is run? Instead of these questions
being taken seriously, the assumption by the administration is that there is
something wrong with the person raising these questions.

2) National standards of scholarship evaluation, accepted throughout the
country at institutions of higher learning, are NOT followed in the I.S.
Department. Why is thatthe case? Instead, capricious and arbitrarystandards
are used in a biased way (usually against women and liberals). Again, this has
been pointed out continuously to the administration by myself and others for
the last three years, and is a key point in the courageous lawsuit filed by Prof.
Nancy Mitchell toward the abusive treatment practiced towards her. I look
forward to testifying in court on her behalf, because decency demands that the
integrity of this outstanding teacher and scholar be defended.

3) Why is it particularly difficult for women and liberals to survive in the I.S.
Department? If you want a reputable academic department, you should not
be building a conservative think-tank. Every liberal or woman who has been
in the Department as an assistant professor in the last decade has been either
fired or forced out. You can't have it both ways. If you want to be a
conservative think-tank, fine. But don't pretend to be a reputable academic
department, with all points-of-view represented, where students can receive
a well-rounded liberal-arts education.

In conclusion:
* The I.S. Department is now bordering on a "Potemkin's Village" -all

show and image and no content. I must compliment the students, because
they have figured this out. At a time when across the country, I.S. and I.R.
majors are rapidly growing, at Rhodes there is a rapid decline in [I.S.] majors.

Solution:
* I proposed over a year ago to Dean [of Academic Affairs Mark]

McMahon that an outside scholar of national staturebe brought in to help sort
out the problems of this Department. I re-raise this proposal today: Put the
Department in receivership (as they do at other schools that are experiencing
serious problems); conduct a nationwide search for a senior faculty member
of national stature, acceptable to all parts of the political spectrum, and have
that person reorganize the I.S. Department from the top down.

.- . 0

IBEW:

right. It's one of the prices that faculty to me dir
and administrators pay to maintain the lege..." H
tenure system." campus d

A request was made before the express s
forum by a group of twenty-seven fac- tions, so I
ulty members, requesting that the fo- have beei
rum be chaired not by Daughdrillalone, publicall

and African-Americans, citing the fact
that the tenure track lines for African-
American history, Women's history,
and Southern history have all been abol-
ished, as have the lines for American
literature, Southern literature, and Cre-
ative Writing. Bercaw also provided
numbers to support her claims; as of
September 1994 there were 10 men, 11
women, and 1 African-American who
were tenure track assistant professors
and instructors. As of April 1995, there
are now 8 men, 4 women, and 0 Afri-
can-Americans. Bercaw pointed out
that women's issues and race issues are
at the cutting edge of scholarship to-
day, yet Rhodes seems to be ignoring or
trivializing them.

Students began to get fed up with
the lack of answers being offered. One
student termed the president's line of
"I don't know the answers" as "ridicu-
lous." Daughdrill replied, "I hope you
won't be disappointed that I don'tknow
everything about everything."

Students brought up their con-
cerns about lack of respect for students
as well as faculty, specifically regarding
the administration's handling of the
Gay-Straight Alliance. Daughdrill re-
sponded to these charges of disrespect
by saying that "respect and disrespect
are in the eye of the beholder. If respect
equals agreement, then I'd agree with
you." He went on to say that the
administration's decision was not made
out of disrespect, adding"that is not for
me to judge." As the argument grew
more heated later on in the forum,
Frank Mitchener, Chair of the Board of
Trustees, appeared at the stage and told
the president "Jim, let's not argue with
these people."

Daughdrill denied charges of"ac-
cepting" an adversarial relationship
with the faculty. However, Daughdrill,
in a message titled "Faculty-Adminis-
tration Relations" which was distrib-
uted to faculty on April 13, describes a
scene when he was being interviewed
for his position, where he was told that
he would become an adversary to the
faculty if he took the job. Daughdrill
writes that he denied this at first, but
that "in the 22 years since then, I have
come to realize that Jack Russell was

those c
publicall,
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no reason to at the Forum."

Text of Dr, Nancy Mitchell's Statement
Editors' Note: The following is the text of a statement that Dr. Nancy

Mitchell, Assistant Professor of International Studies whose contract has been
terminated, made at the Campus-Wide Forum on Tuesday, April 25.

I come here with some fear, and with enormous sadness. In what I say,
I want to stress the profound personal costs of the administration's policies,
not just specific to my case.

I came to Rhodes three years ago with enthusiasm, and with innocence.
I was and still am very impressed with the caliber of my students, and of my
fellow faculty members. It was exciting to ponder the possibilities of develop-
ing an innovative and truly interdisciplinary International Studies program.
It was exciting to imagine being part of making Rhodes the well-known, and
truly national liberal arts college that it could be. There is enormous potential.

The problem with the college that we face is not abstract, nor is it about
the minutiae of rules and procedures. It is not about pay raises or job security.
It is not about question 39 or about the tenure cap. It is about the abuse of
people. It is about the way that people treat people. It is more specifically about
the way the administration treats the faculty. It is about being abused as a
human being, or about being a witness to that abuse. This is soul destroying,
both the abuse and the passive witnessing of it, and this destruction of souls
is what is undermining Rhodes and threatening the quality of your education
here.

What makes this even harder to endure is the administration's cynical
use of Christian rhetoric. I have not been treated in a Christian manner. My
experience at Rhodes has been extraordinarily frightening and disheartening.
I love to teach, and I love to write, and this administration has tried as hard as
it could to bar me from this career forever. This has effected me deeply on a
personal level, and it has affected my ability to teach. I am suing the school
because a terrible wrong was done to me, and for my own dignity I must stand
up myself.

I I~rrff meur ler

but by a student, a facultymember, and
an administrator. The requestwas never
acknowledged, according to Gadbois.
When asked about this request, Presi-
dent Daughdrill responded that "I was
off-campus most of Tuesday, return-
ing just in time for the forum. The
person I discussed the format with was
Mr. Loyd Templeton who has respon-
sibility for special events."On May 1
the president sent a letter to Gadbois, as
well as others who had suggested alter-
nate ways to hold the forum, saying in
part "I decided on the format I have
used in the past, where I heard, first-
hand, comments and questions asked
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Letters to the Editors
To the editors,
I am writing on my own behalf as

a student concerned with what I am
seeing at Rhodes College. Lately there
has been great tension within this insti-
tution over faculty-administration re-
lations and such issues as faculty evalu-
ations, turnover, and the tenure cap.
Morale is low and concern is high,
prompting me to articulate my own
worries as a student committed to my
education and the education of my
peers. I cannot speak for any other
students here, nor would I wish to;
however, the specificity ofmy concerns
is, I wager, shared by several members
ofthis institution, amongstudents, fac-
ulty, and administration, and it is for
this reason that I express my opinions
and wish for a reply.

What I want to do in this letter is
explain what I see as the consequences
of the tenure cap at Rhodes College. As
with most everything else in this soci-
ety, developments in liberal-arts schol-
arship and research progress at an enor-
mous rate. The wealth of information
currentlybeing uncovered and explored
in the natural sciences and the humani-
ties is, quite literally, awesome. This is
the research, taking place at the fore-
front of intellectual endeavor, that
makes academic institutions competi-
tive and attractive to outsiders. At
Rhodes, it is primarily the younger,
untenured faculty who are working on
this research and on the concepts that
we, as currentstudents and future schol-
ars, will hopefully challenge and endow
with our own work. It will be these
younger faculty who lead us into the
academic world of the future.

This is why I am concerned with
the issue of tenure at Rhodes College-

. maintenanceofthecapwillsignificantly
affect this younger group of scholars
whose work furthers the endeavors of
academia. As these professors leave for
environments where they are appreci-
ated and rewarded for their excellence,
they will take their ideas and their re-
search with them. The backbone of any
academic institution is dedicated schol-
ars and faculty; the worth of any aca-
demic institution resides in the
institution's commitment to these fac-
ulty and the knowledge that they can
impart to students. At a time when the
academic world is exciting and attrac-
tive to many students, Rhodes College
appears to be negating its entire exist-
ence as a member of this academic
world, thus placing its graduates at a
competitive disadvantage. In the end,
itwillbe this lackofcommitment to the
intellectual, academic, and personal
integrity of its students and faculty that
determines the image and reputation
of Rhodes College to the outside aca-
demic communityand future students.

As I said, though, this is a letter
writtensolelyon mybehalf, and as such
I want to articulate a personal con cern,
one that addresses the possible
asymbiotic relationship between this
institution and myself. Lately, not a

day has passed that I have not observed
or participated in a conversation about
the problems and the future of Rhodes
College. One recurrent theme involves
the issue of consumerism. Several of
my peers have argued that they are,
quite simply, notgetting what they have
paid for. Their concerns are valid; for
the exorbitant tuition required from
most small, private, liberal-arts colleges
these days, students (and their ever-
sacrificing families) hope that they will
at the very least receive an incompa-
rable education from a peerless, de-
voted, and conscientious faculty. I
empathize; I too paytuition. However,
for me personally, the situation is dif-
ferent, for I am also a recipient of a
merit scholarship from Rhodes Col-
lege. Just as I have invested and con-
tinue to invest in Rhodes College, so it
has invested and continues to invest in
me. Therefore, just as I would not want
Rhodes College to cheat me out of the
money I have invested in it, I would as
sincerely not want to cheat Rhodes
College out of the money it has invested
in me-it would not be a good business
decision on my part. This institution
and I have a stake in each other; we have
made a deal with each other, and it is
the necessary equilibrium of give and
take between us that will determine the
maximum reward for both. Without
the faculty resources for my success,
there is no way that I can guarantee
Rhodes College a return on its invest-
ment in me; and I do not want to be
responsible for the lack of confidence
this will inspire for investment in fu-
ture students.

This, ultimately, is the crux of the
tenure matter; the exodus of our
younger, untenured faculty is a detri-
ment not only to the students who in-
vest in the school, but also to the school
that invests in its students, and Rhodes
College invests, however directly or in-
directly, in each and every one of its
students. Any shrewd businessperson
will explain that the best investments
are not always those with the quickest
returns. As a scholarship recipient, I
was purchased not for the return I can
offer in four years, but for that which I
can possibly offer for the rest of my life.
To assume that my value and purpose
are limited to four years is not just
short-sighted, but degrading as well,
both to myown intelligence and to that
of my investors. If Rhodes College
denies my peers and me the opportu-
nity to participate in this faculty's un-
paralleled erudition, unequivocal ex-
cellence in their respective fields, and
unwavering commitment to the life of
the mind and to the integrity and sheer
necessity of such a life, it only denies
itself and is, furthermore, extremely
cost-ineffective.

Thankyou foryour patience. Asa
student, I am committed to serving the
best interestsofthis institution byvoic-
ing my concerns.

Sincerely,
Shaila Mehra

To the editors,
We have a communications prob-

lem at this school. Maybe you've heard
about it. If you haven't it's probably
because we have a communications
problem at this school.

The problem is that the Rhodes
community is not informed. We don't
know what's going on outside the big
iron fence with the pointy things on
top, and we don't knowwhat's happen-
ing on our own campus. And it seems
to me that there are only two reasons in
the world for not knowing what's going
on: not being told and not bothering to
find out. Both of them apply to our
quaint little gothic oasis.

This communication problem has
become painfully obvious in the past
few weeks due to the tenure cap and
teacher resignation issues, etc. This is a
case of not being told, and it's not stu-
dents who aren't telling. We are com-
municating: we're asking questions,
publishing articles, and signing peti-
tions. Theadministration knows damn
well what most students are thinking--
and if they don't they're either deaf and
blind or they just don't want to know.

Students turned out en masse to
the Chancellor's Roundtable a few
weeks ago, expecting somewhat naively
that we might get the official line on the
issues, or at least a few answers. No
such luck, but I must congratulate the
administrators present on such a fine
application of techniques obviously
picked up from their Southern politi-
cianbuddies: theyadroitlysidestepped,
skirted or otherwiseavoided everyques-
tion asked of them, all the while deliv-
ering line after carefully spin-doctored
line of bullshit. After that meeting, it
looked like that's all that they were
planning on giving us.

Then came President Daughdrill's
forum. Theadministrationistrulywise,
my fellow students, you see, because
although Chancellor Harlow and com-
pany could avoid the issues, there's no
beating ignorance to confound answer-
seeking students. It was courageous of
President Daughdrill to stand up there
and absorb bullets for three hours; it
was a very moving gesture. I'm sure he
tried his hardest to answer our ques-
tions and statements as best he could,
but obviously, whoever is really in
charge is keeping him in the dark, too.
And we thought he only did those
Ronald Reagan imitations at social func-
tions.

Even so, it's important that we
(the students) keep going to these
things, and keep making our presence
and opinions known. And it's going to
have to carry over into next year, and
maybe further than that. We get dis-
couraged and stop fighting, they win,
and Rhodes students will never have a
say in issues that concern them.

Here's where I make some sugges-
tions. I'm just another student, so you
can take them or leave them, but this is
what I think.

It seems to me that the only solu-

tion to any communications problem
is to begin communicating. You'd think
that's obvious. I think a little healthy
dialogue has long been in order.., as a
matter of fact I think it's quite neces-
sary, and until the administration starts
to deal with the students and faculty
realistically and honestly, no progress
will be made.

There's another problem at
Rhodes that goes beyond the tenure
issue. Most people just don't care
enough-at least not about anything
that requires an opinion. It's obvious
in every aspect of Rhodes life, from
low-turnout student elections to sparse
participation in many campus organi-
zations. Do Rhodes students have their
own opinions about anything? Or have
we let the big, bad oppressive adminis-
tration quash whatever individual ideas
we had when we came here? It seems
like there's a glimmer of hope in our
reaction to the tenure/resignation is-
sue, but it's tragic that things have to be
this bad for students to begin to act.
Shouldn't we just naturally be con-
cerned about what happens to us and to
our community? Sometimes I wonder
if we have any sort of community here
at all. Maybe it's time we all crawl out
of our little caves and stop hiding be-
hind our bongs or our bottles or our
Bibles (dare I say it) and get animated.
What can we do? How can Joe Rhodes
Student get active? Well, like I said, if
we all get informed, and form our own
opinions, and act on them. Get offour
asses and take up a cause, to put it
bluntly. (Surely there are more stu-
dents who care about the quality of
their educations than just the 540 or so
that signed that petition, hint, hint.) I
know we have the intelligence to have
opinions on issues that concern us. I
knowwe can inform ourselves and form
opinions. I knowwe have the opportu-
nity to act on them.

So for God's, or Buddha's or
Sartre'sor Jack-@#%$ing-Daniels sake,
if you haven't yet, start caring, and if
you have, keep doing it.

Sincerely,
Allen Boudreaux

To the editors,
It is important for students to have

some input in teaching evaluations. The
SIRs are probably as good as most stan-
dardized forms used to evaluate teach-
ing. The main problem with the SIRs is
the way the information has, on occa-
sion, been misused by the Rhodes ad-
ministration.

Consider an example in the form
of an analogy. Suppose Rhodes insti-
tutes a new policy where all students in
the senior class must take a proficiency
test in order to graduate. You take the
test, which is difficult and sometimes
tricky, but you are pleased to see that
you get 86%. You think, "Great! I
passed and I got almost everything
right." After all, a "B" is a very good
grade.

Then you find out that everyone

who took the test got scores between
85% and 95%, and Ihat the administra-
tion plans to curve the results--curve
them DOWN! All students who got
below an 88% get an "F" and cannot
graduate. After all the work you've
done, you will not be allowed to gradu-
ate because of the blasted test.

This is how the Rhodes adminis-
tration uses the SIRs. Certain profes-
sors have been terminated because
ONLY 90% of their students rated them
as "good" or "excellent" on question
39. This makes them victims of statis-
tics abuse! Part of the problem is that
the Rhodes administration knows ex-
actly what it is doing. After all, Dean
McMahon's subfield of expertise within
Economics is, would you believe it,
STATISTICS! If the results were not so
tragic and personally devastating for so
many faculty members, this could al-
most be funny. But it is not funny. This
abuse affects the lives and careers of
those who fall victim to this absurdity.
The administration apparently plays
games with these numbers to suit its
own ends, ignores guidelines set in the
faculty handbook, and seems to rejoice
when they can justify getting rid of over
10% of the faculty in this manner.

This is an outrage!

Sincerely,
Anonymous Faculty Member

To the editors:
In the March 22 issue of the

Sou'wester, we see yet another example
of its apparently growing affinity for
the GSA and gay issues. Henry
Murphy's article and Robert Barret's
letter to President Daughdrill present
several topics for discussion.

First, Mr. Murphy provides defi-
nitions of homophobia and
heterosexism, both of which are emo-
tionally-charged and routinely tossed
around in the media. He defines
homophobia as the "condition of dis-
liking or even hating the very idea of
homosexuality and distrusting those of
homosexual orientation." Several ob-
jections to this definition arise. It is
true that many people dislike homo-
sexuality, but this is based on a strong,
clear-cut religious and moral founda-
tion. Homosexuality is unequivocably
wrong according to the doctrine ofmost
Roman Catholics, Jews, Muslims, and
Protestant Christians. This is not a
question of preference; it is a matter
that is condemned by the Bible, Torah,
and Koran. Onepoint must bestressed:
The behavior is condemned, NOT the
person. People with these beliefs do
not fear, hate, or distrust homosexuals;
they are not afraid to talk with, associ-
ate with, or know Ihomosexuals. Any-
onewho professestobe"open-minded"
while not respecting these religious be-
liefsandlabelingthem"closed-minded"
is not being open-minded.

Mr. Murphy's definition of
continued on pape
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... a character in a John Irving novel...
President Daughdrill has begun operations,andrestofthestudentbody lifetime employment, and Chancellor

forwarding his more'generic memo- is usually pretty ignorant, too. But this Harlow explained a great deal of that to
randa to a group of "student leaders"; should never prevent any of us from us. Rhodes is being run at least in part
he apparently hasn't noticed that most asking the following questions: asamarket-driveneconomy,andIdon't
of the seniors, including myself, have Are we getting the best possible have the expertise to take issue with
finally gotten rid of our leadership po- educationatRhodes? Andareallmem- that.
sitions on campus.

So every few days, we get either a
poem, a reprint of a speech or a
"thumbs-up" sort of epistle from On
High, and it's ALL IN CAPITAL LET-
TERS. Every day I feel more like a char-
acter in a John Irving novel.

Along with certain other events,
most of which are chronicled elsewhere
in this issue, I'm beginning to realize
that what we have here, in the words of
Cool Hand Luke, is a failure to commu-
nicate. Our administrators don't seem
to realize that it's not enough to hide
behind the confidentiality provisos in
employment contracts or in defending
themselves by accusing others in the
community of bad faith.

The College owes us students more
than that.

Right now, I have a strong inclina-
tion to ask, is this really any of my
business? I've learned a lot from my
professors here, for the most part I've
had a positive experience, and I'm
bound for the best journalism school in
the country this fall. I've only been here
four years; is it my job to second-guess
people who are making their careers
here?

Well, yes.
I'll happily admit my ignorance

about most of the college's day-to-day

bers of the Rhodes community com-
mitted to making this a truly excellent
institution?

And in times like the present, we
have to ask, just how committed are

Welch Suggs
My Way

they, when, just this year, we're losing
facultyin such numbers,especiallypro-
fessorslike Winston McDowell and Bill
Felice? Admissions inquiries may be
up, and the gym is finally entering the
twentieth century, but these triumphs
are pretty superficialcompared to prob-
lems like these.

What we need, I feel, is to hear
someone admit that there is, in fact, a
problem. Then, we need to hear what
the College is going to do about it. I
understand as well as any student that
there are problems with the concept of

Of course, this claim brings to light
the deeper currents of suspicion that
swirl between faculty, students and ad-
ministration, with the former two usu-
ally ganging up on the latter. A friend
recently made the point that Memphis
is a pretty good city except for the fact
that its citizens spend so much time
complaining about the place, and this
is largely true about Rhodes as well.

I'm not just saying that Rhodes
students area bunch ofwhiners. That's
pretty obvious. The larger point is that
this lack of morale is a serious and
widespread problem. We as a school
need to spend some serious time exam-
ining which complaints are legitimate,
to which deeper problems they allude
and how they can best be addressed.

Members of both the faculty and
the student body have expressed seri-
ous problems with the College, prob-
lems which seem to stem from some
fairly fundamentaldisagreements ifand
how Rhodes is meeting the goal of ex-
cellence which it should be setting for
itself. And the third body, the adminis-
tration, seems to have forgotten that its
function here is to serve both the fac-
ulty and the student body, rather than
the other way around.

Y'all take care of yourselves...

SkatingAwt
Jim Turner:
Rationale
This is it! The final words that I

shall write as a "student/journalist."
Possibly, this is the last opinion piece
that I'll write for anyone for the next ten
years or more. What will I do without
a vent? I'll probably explode (look for
the "Spontaneously Combusted, Class
of'95" section in Rhodes Magazine).

I had originally attempted to write
the end all be all of Rationales for this
issue, but two problems arose: 1.) It
sucked. 2.) It took up five full columns.
So, instead, I leave with you with two
quick thoughts, one on a campus issue
and one on a national one.

The campus issue is tenure, as if
there is any other. I'm not saying that I
have the solution, but I do have an idea
for a compromise, which is a hell ofa lot
more than anyone at the open forum
had. Try this: A potentially tenure-
tracked position, in which a faculty
member is brought in on a four or six
year term with the understanding that
after three years both the faculty mem-
ber and the position will be reviewed. If
both pass review, the faculty member
gets tenure track. If the person is won-
derful butthe position isn't, the profes-
sor has a chance to make the position
work. Thus the administration keeps
some flexibility, the faculty gains some
control, and students get the benefits of
both.

I realize that it's not a perfect idea
and that other changes would have to
go along with it, but it's a start. I
listened to both sides and tried to think

continued from page 5
heterosexism provides more food for
thought. He states that it is a "much
more subtle, widespread condition:
the assumption that everyone is het-
erosexual until it is revealed that they
are not." His example of doctors test-
ing women for pregnancy if they com-
plain of illness is particularly weak.
Since Brenda, the woman in his ex-
ample, is bisexual and yet hasn't "had
sex with a man for eight years," he
claims that this is heterosexism. How-
ever, should a woman who is a virgin,
has had a hysterectomy, or is other-
wise unable to have children also take
offense at this routine practice? This
clearly is not discriminatory. More-
over, recent studies, including one by
the University of Chicago, show that
under five percent of the population is
gay. With such statistics, an assump-
tion, such as that made by a doctor, is
reasonable and understandable.

In his letter to President Daugh-
drill, Mr. Barret, too, alludes to
homophobia, heterosexism, and the
Administration's "fear and inability
to acknowledge" Rhodes' homosexual
alumni, students, and faculty. He
claims that other schools face the
"problem" of homophobia and "deal
with it squarely." Davidson, which

Rhodes seemingly wishes to emulate, is
one of these schools. Mr. Barret says
that an "active" gay alumni group ex-
ists there, and a scholarship exists for
gay students. The existenceofthis fund
in and of itself is discriminatory against
straight students since its recipients are
chosen on the basis of "sexual orienta-
tion." This is the very discrimination
that Mr. Barret claims to oppose. Is this
the example that Rhodes wants to fol-
low?

Allow me to be pose a hypotheti-
cal situation. Suppose that a group
forms on a college campus to provide a
forum for discussion and understand-
ingofits members' preference for wear-
ingscuba flippers, parkas, and Dr. Seuss
hats while consuming mass quantities
of baklava and escargot. This group
desires publicity in school publications, .
official recognition, and funding from
the school. Furthermore, they seek to
establish an alumni association for
graduates of similar persuasion. They
deplore discrimination from people
who dislike the above behavior. Fi-
nally, they urge the Administration to
stop fearing them and to acknowledge
them, lest they withhold financial sup-
port. We would say this scenario is
utterly absurd, yet this is exactly what
Mr. Barret supports.

In its quest to increase Rhodes'
national reputation, the Administra-
tion is faced with the specter ofincreas-
ing diversity on campus through inclu-
sion of gays. It must seemingly follow
the lead of the Ivy League and more
highly ranked small, liberal arts institu-
tions to achieve the goal of more diver-
sity. We must ask: Is the Administra-
tion sacrificing the soul of Rhodes and
the principles of its foundation on the
altar of the U.S. News & World Report
college rankings? One must remember
that an "is" does not make an "ought."
Because other schools are more liberal
on this subject does not mean Rhodes
ought to be the same. Should Rhodes
succumb to the herd mentality of
American academia and join the stam-
pede to liberal open-mindedness? Or
should it retain an independent and
free-thinking attitude in the best liberal
arts tradition, which is unaffected by
peer pressure or approval? Let us urge
the Administration to have the courage
and intestinal fortitude to take the
proper course of action in this matter.

Sincerely,
Mark Cheney

To the Editors,
I went to the President's campus-

wide forum on tenure, turnover, etc.

hoping to hear some intelligent discus-
sion among the administration, fac-
ulty, and students. I was impressed by
the level of preparation and the inten-
sity of the professors and students who
voiced their concerns that afternoon.
After listening to two hours and 16
minutes of debate, however, I left Har-
die Auditorium feeling mostly embar-
rassed by the utter lack of pertinent
knowledge which our President dis-
played. His ignorance on the state of
affairs at this college only confirmed in
my eyes the charges of disrespect
brought against the administration by
Rhodes faculty and students who feel
their words often fall on deaf ears.

President Daughdrill stated that
one problem we do not have at Rhodes
is a communication breakdown. I beg
to differ. When I applied to various
colleges four years ago, I remember
reading about schools where the presi-
dent was an active figure on campus,
known personally by most students,
and regarded as an ally by the faculty.
The close relationship between the
president and the rest of the college
community was listed as one of the
aspects of these schools that the stu-
dents there liked most. I am sure we
would enjoy this type of communica-
tive focus and atmosphere of mutual

respect here at Rhodes, too; unfortu-
nately, that is not the situation in
which we find ourselves. Decisions
on crucial issues which affect faculty,
students, and alumni come from the
top-down here,and as I realized Tues-
day, there is little accountability for
these mandates. If the President of
the College cannot answer such basic
questions as how many of the next
year's 19 new faculty members will
have tenure-track contracts (and the
answer is, none), then what is he
doing holding a forum on tenure at
all? Who should be answering these
questions and taking responsibility
for these decisions? Dean McMahon?
The Board of Trustees? If so, why
were they not behind the microphone
instead of President Daughdrill?

In conclusion, I would only like
to point out that if we students were
to say "I don't know" or to attempt to
change the subject nearly every time
our professors asked us probingques-
tion, we certainly would not be suc-
cessful students here at Rhodes Col-
lege. Why, then, should we accept
less from our President than what is
expected of us?

Sincerely,
Vanessa Ross
Class of 1995

Letters to the Editors

IFPllrrinion-
ray...
of a middle ground. Even if my solu-
tion isn't desirable, I think that my
methodology is. If more people tried it,
we could avoid ugly scenes such as the
one last Tuesday.

The national issue is free speech.
After the Oklahoma City tragedy, some
have been voicingverydisturbing opin-
ions. Myold friend Pres. Clinton made
a speech lambasting "hate speech," the
implication being that hate speech, not
insanity, was the cause of the bombing.
Others have talked about the need to
regulate what is said on the internet or
the radio and expand the powers of the
FBI andtheATF. Allthisinthenameof
preventing crazy people from doing
crazy things.

I can only say one thing: Fight
them. Fight them tooth and nail. Free-
dom of speech, freedom from intrusive
police practices, freedom of move-
ment-these are things worth dying
for. They are things that many of our
ancestors have died for. If you honor
their memory, ifyou honoryour fellow
citizens, if you honor your sovereignty
over your own body, do all you can to
stop those who would capitalize on trag-
edy and fear to take away freedom. To
quote Benjamin Franklin, "Those who
would give up essential liberty to pur-
chase a little temporary safety deserve
neither liberty nor safety."

And that's about it: a little ratio-
nal thought and call for liberty. That
about sums up what I've tried to do for
two years. Now I have to go graduate.
If you find yourself around northern
Florida next year, drop in and have a
beer. Until then, God bless you all.
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Letters to the Editors
To the Editors:
As a very recent Rhodes graduate,

I have found the insensitivity and disre-
spect expressed towards key members
of the Rhodes administration by those
angered by the tenure situation to be
utterly distasteful and appalling. While
the tenure issue has continued to be a
hot topic of debate every spring since I
became associated with the College, it
seems that this year's controversy has
become more severely marked by un-
founded, inappropriate and hurtful
verbal, written and E-mailed comments
made about Rhodes and its leaders in
attempts to tear away at the integrity

* and community nature of this institu-
tion.

While I am pleased to see our tra-
ditionally apathetic student body tak-
ing a sudden interest in campus issues,
I am extremely disappointed by the
disrespectful tone of the attacks being

" made on our President and his admin-
istration. Such attacksonlydrawatten-
tion away from the positive character-

b istics of Rhodes (like our Honor sys-
tem, small classes, prestigious faculty
and successful graduates) and focuses
it on the immaturity, selfishness and
insecurities of a small but vocal group.
Because the College administration is,
by definition, charged with looking out
for the welfare and advancement of our
institution, administrators will con-
tinue to be faced with difficult and con-
troversial decisions that will affect the
entire College community. I am confi-
dent that these decisions will continue
to be made with much careful consid-
eration of the wishes and needs of
Rhodes' students, faculty and staff.

In my four years as a Rhodes stu-
dent, I received much more than
$80,000 of tuition money could ever
buy. Rhodes afforded me not only a
complete and fine academic education,
but also the special leadership and chal-
lenging learning experiences available
only in a small, caring, supportive col-
lege community unique to schools like
Rhodes. These experiences have in-
stilled in me -and in thousands of
other Rhodes alumni-a great sense of
pride in this institution and the prin-
ciples it promotes. Furthermore, it is
my pride in my alma mater that serves
as the driving force behind my current
work in our Admissions Office and I
cannot fully express how much I de-
light in relating my Rhodes experiences
to the prospective students I meet with
each day. It hurts me a great deal to
know that there are those at Rhodes
who are intent on degrading the sup-
portive, academic and social commu-
nity that so many individuals have
fought to preserve for nearly 150 years.

I'm writing this letter not to advo-
cate that individuals on this campus
refrain from questioning the decisions
passed down from the College admin-
istration, but to ask that future deci-
sions be challenged in a more respectful
and mature manner than they have
been in recent weeks. In addition, I ask
every member of this community to

place more of their trust and faith in the
administrative leaders of Rhodes Col-
lege to make the best decisions regard-
ing the advancement of the institution.
These leaders have invested a great deal
of time and energy in Rhodes College,
its employees, students and alumni and
therefore are in no waydeserving of the
disrespectful finger-pointing and
blame-casting to which they have been
subjected.

As always, the end of an academic
year is a stressful time on college cam-
puses, but amidst the intensity ofstudy-
ing for exams, grading papers, prepar-
ing for graduation and planning for
our personal and institutional futures,
I encourage the students, faculty and
administrative staffofRhodes to reflect
on the truly special nature of this school
and to show to others, through our
actions and words, a deeper sense of
ownership in and respect for Rhodes
College.

Sincerely,
Nancy Turner
Class of '94
Assistant Director of Admissions

To the editors:
Before the students and faculty

become more irate over the tenure pro-
cess, they should keep an important
fact in mind: a professor has better
odds of receiving tenure at Rhodes than
at most of the powerhouse northeast-
ern liberal arts institutions. For ex-
ample, a prof at Rhodes will have ap-
proximately a 1 in 8 chance of receiving
tenure. At more competitive and
prestigous colleges like Amherst, Will-
iams, Vassar, and Wellesley, the same
profwould have no better than a 1 in 12
chance of receiving tenure. This means
that as Rhodesbecomes more competi-
tive - and hence, desirable - in the
public's eye and in academia's eye, the
odds of a prof receiving tenure will
decrease. From a competitive stand-
point, this is a good thing for Rhodes.

If the tenure process remains as it
is, you (Rhodes) will be in a Catch-22.
In the short-term, you will receive a
competitive, motivated group ofyoung
professors eager to be the best in their
fields (from a teaching and research
perspective). On the other hand, you
will continue to lose many of that same
competitive, motivated group ofyoung
profs because of the increased compe-
tition for job security.

I should point out, I disagree with
the tenure process. However, until a
fair and equitable plan is developed, the
Rhodes family should take some pride
in its immediate situation: theabilityto
attract quality profs that improve the
teaching standards at Rhodes. There
are thousands of schools in the U.S.
that would love to be in the competitive
position we are in.

I hope some of this makes sense.

Sincerely,
Greg Foster
Class of '91
Assistant Director of Admissions
Vassar College

To the Editors:
Many issues have been raised as of

late regarding the unusually high level
of faculty turnover; at this time I would
like to address some of these concerns
and also give my own interpretation of
events and issues.

My attention first focused upon
the History Department, with four of
eleven teachers resigning before Spring
Break of this year, and the immediate
converting of those positions from ten-
ure track to three-year contract posi-
tions. The amount of people leaving in
one department dismissed any possi-
bility of coincidence in my mind and I
was led to question some of the teach-
ers that I had classes with as to any
reasons for their decisions. What I
heard there was at once incensing and
demoralizing, forcing me to examine
my school as to its true worth and pur-
pose in every detail that concerned
myself and the quality of my education.
I was told of an atmosphere of anxiety
existing between the faculty and the
administration that stifled expression
and a suffocation of personal judgment
in the classroom having the effect of
curbing the extent to which the teacher
could perform the job of instructing
students in a challenging manner. I was
mad, shocked that anyone could think
that such was the state of affairs and felt
left without recourse to do anything
about finding the truth for myself. Af-
ter I calmed down a little I realized that
I had only talked to a few professors
from a faculty of over one hundred,
and decided with a group of twenty
like-concerned students to dig deeper
and see if this feeling of near-tyranny
was only in an isolated number ofteach-
ers or whether an attitude prevalent
throughout.

In the attempt to understand the
true situation we have addressed letters
to the faculty, attended Roundtables
and Student Assembly meetings, per-
sonally met with members of the fac-
ulty and administration,and conducted
faculty and student polls. The faculty
were approached by asking for any
insight into the state of relations with
the administration. Some responses,
primarily from the departments ofEco-
nomics and Political Science, sought to
dispel our fears, however most wished
to talk to one of us in person. When we
did, our suspicions were confirmed and
were told that the breakdown in rela-
tions, faculty dissent, and the causes
behind them actually went to a much
greater extent than we had suspected.
Administrators were asked questions
about the SIRs, tenure cap, three-year
term contracts and the benefits of each
from their perspective. The informa-
tion they gave was rational, and I could
see in their argument reasons perfectly

legitimate for policies enacted. How-
ever, the intent of such policies and
their resulting effect seem to implicitly
contradict each other in my mind.

The idea of student evaluation is a
crucial one, giving the student a much-
needed voice in whether or not the
subject is being taught to a degree of
excellence by which one is challenged
in its concepts and furthered in the
knowledge of its principles. The SIRs
hold a position of dangerous impor-
tance in this respect, in that their pur-
pose of evaluating the degree of teach-
ing may be easily susceptible to contra-
diction by their implementation and
usage. By holding the instructor ac-
countable to a set of statistics for salary
and job security, one may be forcing
the professor into a state in which they
must cater to the whimsy and ego of
individual members of the class in or-
der to get good numbers (especially on
#39). In so doing, the focus is altered
from an education of meaning to a
substandard one in which the teacher,
in the interest of maintaining their fac-
ulty position, may be hesitant in pre-
senting controversial or difficult mate-
rials for fear of alienating students or
making them uncomfortable by in-
depth discussion of sensitive issues. This
condition of affairs has the effect of
placing implied restrictions upon the
professor concerning just exactly what
aspects of topics may be presented for
discussion, thus limiting the thorough-
ness and detail of material taught, and
thereby disallowing the student's abil-
ityto realize one's full capacity for learn-
ing. For these reasons, it would seem
that investigation into the effectiveness
of the SIRs and exploration of alterna-
tive means of testing would be well-
warranted. I understand from one ad-
ministrative Dean that the faults of the
SIRs are known and that such efforts to
improve teaching evaluations are cur-
rently being made.

The nearing of the school's 67%
tenure cap creates a condition in which
tenure-track positions vacated are im-
mediately altered in nature to the three-
year term contract. While I understand
the argument behind this practice, once
again, the effect behind it has the po-
tential of being ultimately defeating to
its purpose of better benefitting stu-
dents. In hiring a person for a term
contract of three years, which I believe
may or not be renewed at the term's
end, a situation is created in which the
instructor must necessarily divide at-
tention between the needs of the stu-
dent and the demands of securing one's
own career. No matter how devoted a
teacher may be to the students, know-
ing full well the possibility of not hav-
ing the same job at the end of three
years, one is forced to give a certain
amount of time to research, writing
and getting published to ensure that
they might get a job elsewhere, and thus
still be able to eat, if not offered a con-
tract renewal. This diversion reduces,
to a degree, the teacher's ability to con-
centrate upon the act of educating stu-

dents; this appears to be fairly ironic
considering Rhodes prides itself as a
small school that emphasizes the qual-
ity of teaching more than the research-
oriented agendas of larger institutions.
Another problem with the three-year
position is that every professor here is
responsible for a certain number of
students as advisor. It is a very real
possibility that if the contract is not
renewed, that groups of students will
be left at their senior year without the
person they've relied on in the past to
help get the classes and programs they
need to graduate, or any recommenda-
tions that may help them in life after
college.

All of these hypotheses seem to
work against the purpose and educa-
tional ideals described on page 8 of the
Rhodes COLLEGE Handbook:

"Purpose of the College:
*to educate students to lead lives

of genuiness and excellence,
•to expand the horizons of knowl-

edge and scholarship, and
*to live as a community of truth,

loyalty, and service.
Rhodes is committed to being one

of the finest colleges of liberal arts and
sciences in the nation.

What are Rhodes Educational Ide-
als?

In order to fulfill its purpose, the
College must educate students to lead
the most meaningful and fulfilling lives
of which they are capable; to love learn-
ing; to understand and be concerned
about justice and freedom, peace and
security, and the needs of the world;
and to translate that understandingand
concern into effective action."

To me this is a statement of what
Rhodes claims as its identity and what it
strives to foster and maintain. Every
pro-stud that takes a tour or reads a
brochure is made to believe that this
kind of gospel-esque code is what
Rhodes is all about. The College gives
out copiesofthisstatement in the Hand-
book/Catalogue to its students every
academic year. One would be led to
think that this statement is almost like
a constitution in some respects, outlin-
ing a specific form of"College," in as-
pects of both education and environ-
ment, that we endeavor to fulfill and
protect. These are standards that de-
fine a type of education, as well as a
means of treating other people with
respect as equal members of the "Com-
munity." Based upon these tenets, I
made the decision to come here over all
other schools to which I applied, in
essence saying "Yes, I agree to this spe-
cific version of education and I will
devote my time, energy and money to
its pursuit in return for, and on the
condition that, the consistent quality of
excellent education be upheld,." We
are inculcated with the notion that we
are all a part of some great and utopic
community bound by an honor code.
By my logic this is a complete and utter
farce; an entity negated by the effects of

continued on page 8
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Why I Am Not a Fundamentalist
Sometimes I wonder just what I

was thinking in my earlier days of high
school and junior high when I was con-
sumed by the conviction that the Bible,
as the fully-inspired Word of God, had
to be interpreted 100% literally, and
that anyone who did not interpret it
thus must either bea heathen or a "back-
slidden" Christian. I also used to define
pretty narrowly who was a genuine
"born-again" Christian and who was
not: usually most Baptists, some Meth-
odists,anda Presbyterian scattered here
and there fit into the former category;
and, as far as I was concerned, the latter
category was populated by Episcopa-
lians, the rest of Presbyterians, Catho-
lics and (of course) Unitarians. I had
no idea what to do with Lutherans,
Pentecostals, or members of Churches
of Christ.

Well, mercifully, my last two years
of high school and these first two years
of college have managed to change and
enlighten me quite a bit; I have discov-
ered entirely new ways of looking at
Scripture that simultaneously reaffirm
and challenge my beliefs; I have found
a church of fellow Baptists who do not
hold to a narrowfundamentalistic stan-
dard and who respect the traditional
Baptist beliefsin freedom of conscience,
the liberty of individual believers and

churches to interpret the Bible for them-
selves, and the strict separation of
Church and State. Yes, you heard me
right; those are all beliefs that Baptists
originally held, back when they were
the most radical denomination around.
And a sizable minorityof us stillhold to
those beliefs. It's just the other Baptists
you hear about the most often.

So, like I said, I have come to the
conclusion that fundamentalism is not
the best way to go about living a Chris-
tian life. Why? Well, I'll give you a few
reasons and see if you agree.

First of all, fundamentalism fo-
cuses on orthodoxy rather than free-
dom and use of intelligence. Authority
-of Scripture, of doctrine, of dogma,
ofpreachers, ofpoliticalleaders-reigns
supreme in fundamentalist rhetoric,
rather than individual responsibility to
God and encouragement of individual
use of one's faculties to guide them on
their spiritual journey. It is in this way
that fundamentalism is dangerous:
people and writings that are invested
with ultimate authority wield incred-
ible power over individual decisions,
and thus are able to lead otherwise-
rational people to do terrible things.
When no one objects or has a dissent-
ing opinion, or (worse) when dissent-
ers are oppressed and ostracized, then

atrocities occur. Witness Hitler, Jim
Jones, the Spanish Inquisition, David
Koresh, the Ayatollah Khomeini, etc.

Secondly, fundamentalism just
does not emphasize the love of Christ.
Instead, people who believe in the 100%
inerrancy of the Bible too often con-
centrate on sin, judgment, and faults in
other people (and other people's politi-

Rob Marus
The Moose is Loose...

cal and social systems) and not enough
on love, respect, and tolerance. Just
take a look at the group of fundamen-
talists who protested every Sunday for
months outside of President Clinton's
home church (Immanuel Baptist) in
Little Rock, and then at the funeral of
his mother, Virginia Kelley. They held
up signs that said things like "God hates
fags." Though this is an extreme case,
admittedly, it is still symptomatic of a

greater problem with intolerance of
homosexual people themselves -not
just of their lifestyle-that Religious
Rightists share.

Thirdly, fundamentalism just
doesn't do a good job of what the
Church's mission is supposed to be-
evangelism. Such a conservative, unre-
alistic, and exclusivistgroup just doesn't
attract very many people to Christian-
ity who otherwise wouldn't pay any
attention to it. One of my very closest
friends was raised Muslim (though he
doesn't really adhere to that faith to-
day) and he finds the antics of funda-
mentalists at once hypocritical, humor-
ous, and disgusting. Jerry Falwell and
those of his ilk would never win him
over.

Fourthly, fundamentalism has a
history of being associated with other
beliefs that just are plain wrong. Fun-
damentalists have used religious rheto-
ric tojustifyslavery, anti-Semitism, why
women shouldn't vote, Jim Crow laws,
prohibition, and other movements in
American (and world) history that
proved to be fundamentally wrong (by
any rational modern person's stan-
dards). Recently, we have seen how far-
right religious politics are the focus of
the lunatic fringe militia groups that
may have had something to do with the

OklahomaCityFederal Buildingbomb-
ing.

Basically, fundamentalism seems
to have a lot more invested in main-
taining a political and social status-quo
in-America than it does in teaching the
Christianity of Christ. Jesus was a radi-
cal, not a conservative, and He taught a
radical religion that resembles verylittle
of what Christianity is today. If the
Messiah were to return to Earth today,
I think it's a pretty safe bet that Jerry
Falwell, Pat Robertson, and Adrian
Rogers would be the greatest of the
Pharisees. Maybe it's time we took a
step back and looked at a religion that is
flawed and not based on what it origi-
nally was intended to be.

One of the things that bothers me
the most about fundamentialism is that
it is increasingly becoming an accepted
way of thinking in America. In the past
15 years, fundamentalists have taken
over my denomination, and now they
are poised to do the same thing to my
political party. What is really scary is
that fundamentalism, by its very na-
ture, leaves no room for discussion or
disagreement. In this way, fundamen-
talism is fundamentally un-American,
and we are on the primrose path to
seeing it take hold of the greatest minds
of our country.

Letters to the Editors
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continued from page 7
the aforementioned policies, in which
the "Community"isbroken into three
separate parts--students, faculty and
administration--each concerned
with the workings of its own little
sphere without much understanding
of, or regard to, the operations and
concerns of the other. This can often
create an atmosphere of mystery and
distrust between the parts that effec-
tivelysegregates theschool into a kind
ofloose, tripartite "association" rather
than uniting it into one campus with
the common goal of having the best
education possible to provide and
receive. I once talked to an adminis-
trator about this and he gave the no-
tion of community as a group whose
members are continually attempting
to define what "Community" means
and involves. To this notion I whole-
heartedly agree; however, the prob-
lem is that many believe that the vari-
ous voices of the student members of
this "Community" are repeatedly ig-
nored as invalid, and made to feel as if
this defining-process is not one in
which they are encouraged to take
part.

When a rash of resignations and
terminations suddenly runs rampant
in such a short period of time (14
resignations to date) without any ex-
planation as to why and then nearly as
many converting of positions from
tenure to term, I am led to wonder,
"What thehell is goingon?" Aseed of
doubt is planted in the mind, asking

whether or not the "contract" I agreed
to uphold is being fulfilled by the other
parties concerned, leading to a feeling
of betrayal by thinking my part of the
bargain isnotbeingreciprocated When
led to this mode ofthinking I must then
ask the question of "What the hell am I
doing here?", if not wasting my time,
energy and money in a college that does
not care about honoring its contract
with me and seems to take actions det-
rimental to the quality of my educa-
tion.

So what should be done about all
this? Unfortunately, I have no definite
answers. These are difficult and com-
plex problems, which I have only be-
gun to come to understand, and it is
becoming all too clear that any solution
will be even more difficult to accom-
plish. However, if you are interested in
giving ideas as to resolutions, keep these
recent events and their possible effects
in mind. A number of students will be
working next semester toward the ful-
fillment of the proposal presented at
the April Roundtable which many of
you, 540 students, signed in its support.
The one obstacle now is perhaps the
most difficult... summer. Ifyou're con-
cerned now, come back remembering
and help me figure some of this crap
out

In case you haven't guessed, a lot
of this is my opinion drawn from what
I have seen, heard and read about the
causes of the events as of late.

I mean neither to attack theschool,
its reputation, or any one associated

with it, but because I value my educa-
tion and the ideals professed by the
College, I regard it as myduty to protect
them when I perceive a threat to their
livelihood. If you disagree, form your
own opinion and voice... I'd be over-
joyed to finally hear from the "Silent
Majority".

Sincerely,
John Weeden

To the editors:
Iwas walking through the Student

Center, just minding my own business
when some guy named Ross Gohlke
brought the cover of Rhodes Magazine
to my attention. The cover shows a
classroom of students working at their
desks. The only black students in the
room are sitting upfront. Now, Ross
asked me ifI was upset at seeingthis. Of
course I was upset. You see, that cover
showed the second face of Rhodes. It's
the face that graduating high school
seniors see when they open up the
Rhodes viewbook, or look in a Rhodes
brochure. It's the "Hey, we're a cultur-
ally diverse school" face. That is what
upsets me. This school prides itself on
being diverse when it has only been
accepting twelve to fourteen blacks a
year for the past twenty-five years. In a
school of over fourteen hundred stu-
dents,onlyfiftyofthemareblack. Some
people have called this affirmative ac-
tion. Affirmative action is based on
percentage by population. Three per-

cent of the student body does not rep-
resent twelve percent of a population.
Right now, I know of ten Latino stu-
dents who go here. This is supposed to
represent a population that is projected
to be the new majority in the U.S. after
the year 2000? This school does not
have affirmative action. To those who
disagree, it's okay. You were justfooled
by the second face of Rhodes. I don't
doubt at all that Rhodes claims to use
affirmative action. Rhodes seems to
stress image over substance. It's all
about keeping up appearances.

These thoughts weren't new. I
had been having them since the forum
with President Daughdrill. Now there
was a lively event. I sat in the back and
watched as students went off on our
esteemed president. However, the
funny thing I noticed was that the dis-
cussion kept going back and forth from
faculty turnovers to Rhodes' failure to
recognize the Gay-Straight Alliance.
There were even straight students who
came to the defense of the GSA. Yet,
did any white students bear to mention
the lack of diversity that we have on this
campus? I didn't speak up either. It
only occurred to me after the forum.

Now, I don't mean to belittle the
GSA, or their quest for their funding.
However, I've walked around this cam-
pus and seen confederate flags hanging
in the windows. I've thought about the
cancellationofAfrican-American Stud-
ies. I've thought about the predomi-
nantlyblackworkersin the Rat and the
Physical Plant, and then about the pre-

dominantly white workers in the fac-
ulty and administration. Now, how
do you expect this school to accept
the GSA when it hasn't fully accepted
minorities? That's like trying to run
before you've learned how to walk.
The controversy over the gay issue is
a clash of philosophies. I sat in that
forum and I heard Daughdrill give a
biblical defense for his decision to a
secular audience. Clearly, acceptance
of homosexuals is a moral issue. Ac-
cepting minorities isn't. There is no
biblical defense for the lackofa strong
minority presence at Rhodes. The
race issue must be handled before we
look at deep philosophical issues like
gay rights.

Now for those who think that
the race issue and gay issue are similar
things, particularly gay people, think
for a moment. Can admissions tell if
a person is gay? Being black is alot
more visible then being homosexual.
Gay people still have an advantage
that black people just don't possess.
That advantage gives them an oppor-
tunity that we don't always get. Even
though they're gay, they're still white.
They add to that second face.

I am about as conservative as
you can get. Idon't hate white people,
or gay people for that matter. I like
Rhodes. I think one can get a good
education here. I don't mind the
confederate flags. I'm not asking for
affirmative action. I don't mind the
building of the Campus Life Center

continued on pMe 9
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when the money could be spent on
building more dorms. I just want
Rhodes to follow the same Honor Code
that I have to follow. Rhodes should
show its true face, and it's not on the
cover of Rhodes Magazine. All info on
Rhodes should say that it's a predomi-
nantly white private school whose idea

16 of cultural diversity is having interna-
tional students. It's a school where

° black workers wear uniforms and push
" brooms and white workers wear suits

and push pens. That is the true face of
Rhodes.

Sincerely,
Chester Veazie

To the editors:
Chris Knight asked me if I have

changed my mind about the evaluation
w of faculty since I sent a memorandum

to department chairs in 1988 in which
I noted some problems with evalua-
tions such as those undertaken at
Rhodes. Specifically, I quoted Mary
Walton on "The Deming Management
Method" in a book by that title. I have

s changed my mind about many things
since 1988, but this is not really one of
them.

* I invite you and your readers to
compare a passage from that memo:

Dr. Deming feels very strongly
* about the damage done by performance

ratings .... The ratings of people in a
group by any numerical system what-

* ever... will divide the people into three
groups. A) People outside the control
limits on the bad side; B) people out-

6 side limits on the good side; C) the
people between limits. Group A re-
quires individual help. Group B, if
there's anybody there (there may not
be anybody in A or B, but if there is),
they require individual attention. Now,
people in between the control limits
must not be ranked. That is wrong, for
the same reason that it is costly, devas-
tating to try to discover why a point
within control limits is higher than an-
other one, or lower than another one.

* Differences within levels between the
limits come from the system itself, not
from the people there. Everybody in
group C should receive the same in-
crease in pay or the same bonus. There
is no rightful distinction between them

with a passage from a recent letter
I sent you:

... given that (1) no evaluation
process is perfect and (2) it is always
going to be difficult to distinguish
among the vast majority of our very
fine faculty, perhaps the best we can
hope to do is to identify those whose
performance truly stands out as either

t* above or below the high level of the vast
majority in any given year in each ofthe
three areas of evaluation. This implies
that the performance of the majority of
facultyshouldberatedas"fine,compe-
tent performance." However, those
whose performance is above the high
level expected should be recognized for
their unusual accomplishments and

those whose performance is below our
high expectations should be told that
improvement is needed. This is one of
the purposes of a merit system.

There are, without a doubt, nega-
tive aspects associated with any merit
pay system, not the least of which is the
"discouragement" factor. As has been
noted many times, almost everyone
believes he or she is better than average;
so when someone receives a rating that
he or she interprets as "not above aver-
age" or "only average" (or, even more,
"below average") it is going to be un-
pleasant. I know of no way around this.
Although it is not really an option at
Rhodes, even if everyone were to re-
ceive the same rating and raise (ratings
determine raises) there would still be
those who, having done much more
than expected, would be"discouraged."

Given the way the system works,
there will always be above- and below-
average ratings and raises. If we recog-
nize that we have an outstanding fac-
ulty and that each person is compared
with the other members of this out-
standing facultyin the process ofevalu-
ation, then being judged as performing
at the "fine, competent" level in any
area-as meeting very high expecta-
tions for that area-is actually good.
Likewise, receiving an overall average
rating (i.e., the weighted mean of the
ratings in all three categories) of "fine,
competent performance" and, conse-
quently, a raise equal to the average, is
not disparaging.

Do you see the similarity? I have
tried from the beginning to say to de-
partment chairs, "Look, we can't really
distinguish among the vast majority of
faculty all of whom are doing avery fine
job meeting very high standards. So,
let's agree to use the rating of 'fine,
competent performance' as a compli-
ment. However, in those cases in which
there is truly someone who stands out
on one side or the other, let's do our
best to distinguish between the supe-
rior performance and the super-star
performanceon the'up' side (and simi-
larly on the 'down' side)." I would also
call to your attention the efforts I made
to offer "individual help" to people in
Deming's Group A, also detailed in a
recent letter to you.

You might be interested to know
that I also agree that evaluations of
individuals can damage team work, and
I would like very much to find a way
around that. However, the differences
between an elucational institution,
with very individualistic facultywhen it
comes to teaching and research, and a
more traditional business may make
this point moot.

Sincerely,
Marshall E. (Mark) McMahon
Dean of Academic Affairs

To the editors:
FRIDAY NIGHT. April 28, 1995.
Today: the last day of classes, of

teaching, of being a teacher at Rhodes.
Tonight: Friday night, April 28,

1995. There is something I have not
said yet, something I very much would
like to say but I don't know how. It
seems too late and too early for me to
speak, to speak of that something. A
"future-perfect" scenario of sorts? (Stu-
dents of German who had the dubious
pleasure of learning the future perfect
as a verb-tense in German will appreci-
ate the difficulty.)

What is that something? We have
talked about tenure and tenure caps,
evaluations, numbers, the conversion
of positions, the perceived power of the
buyers' market (and the power and lim-
itedness of the buyers'-market-argu-
ment). I have frequently encountered
these topics in my work at the Modern
Language Association (Commitee on
Academic Freedom, professional Rights
and Responsibilities). But that some-
thing I mean here and now is neither
limited by nor limited to these topics.
Rather, it just resides in these issues;
and it is strangely independent of my
decision to resign. Yes, I have resigned
but what I have to say now is not about
me and my resignation. I sense that this
something affects us all - no matter
whether we are students, staff/admin-
istration, or staff/faculty but I do not
want to speak for anyone except myself
now, andwhat I have to say is not about
me and my resignation.

To return to the beginning:
the last day of classes, of teaching,

of being a teacher, a professor (i.e. a
person who professes) - at Rhodes.

The last class. At the end we all
listened to the beginning of Wagner's
opera Parz:fa to the prelude without
words, to the part before the story with
words begins. It was a good way to end
because it was a beginning. And it was
an attempt to thank my students for all
that which lies beyond the reach of
language. I have learned more (and
more important things) from my stu-
dents than I could ever say.

Parzival's story: the fool from the
forest who saw Amfortas, the king, in
his pain. Amfortas: the kingofthe Grail
castle whose wound could not close.
Dazzled perhaps by the courtly splen-
dor, perhaps silenced by his own previ-
ous deeds - I do not know - Parzival
did not ask, failed to ask Amfortas the
crucial question, and it was the ques-
tion that was crucial. Only later, much
later, could he engage in that act as he
asked: "Oeheim, waz wirret dier?"

Earlier in my life when I studied
Middle High German, I looked for a
good translation of Parzival's question.
There is none, not one. There are at-
tempts, many attempts to translate it.
But this question is too simple for a
simple translation for today. "Uncle,
what's wrong, what ailsyou, what hurts
you, what confuses you?" There is no
easy translation into the language of
today perhaps because today the per-
ceived remedy seems to lie in another
kind of language, in the language of
answers. But while questions may not
count that much, they have a way of
getting back at us until we ask them.

Back to the story. I have my own:
a mix of old text, contemporary con-
text, Friday-night language, and mylife
in the Here and Now.

I have asked and been asked: What
is wrong, what is the wrong, this funda-
mental wrong? I have been fortunate. I
have asked, and I have been asked. That
was the beginning of an answer.

To continue:
Answers: often easy, fast, and

ready. Answers that are not preceded
by the act of asking a question, answers
that are not preceded by questions ad-
dressed to an Other are even easier and
faster - and safer, and productive of
the fundamental wrong about which I
speak.

I resigned on April 17th. Because
of the conversion of my position from
tenure-track to non-tenure track? That
would be an easy answer. I don't mind
easy answers now and then, provided
they don't confirm what's wrong.

Something is wrong, fundamen-
tally wrong - but I am not a victim.
However, I know a victim of that fun-
damental wrong.

What is this wrong?
The separation of numbers and

people?
The separation of a hierarchy of

merit and an equality before God?
The separation of love and the

enemy?
Separations. Separability.
How do you hold the tension of

that "and" in your heart? The tension
that is not the wound? The tension that
does not wound? It is the giving up of
the tension that is the wound, the
wounding of the self and the other.

Love your enemy, your opponent?
It is infinitely easier to become a

doormat. So that one does not have to
see the self or the other. Or mask the
face of the other as that of a friend. So
that one does not have to see the self or
the other. Or engage in acrobatics of
the soul that strengthen one's own noble
virtues of goodness and generosity. So
that one owns them. So that one does
not have to see the other. (Jesus, too,
can be worshipped as a golden calf.) I
have encountered amazingacts ofidola-
try. I have been around the block. I
have also looked into my bathroom
mirror.

What is wrong?
Separations. Separability.
What's wrong is how we use sepa-

rations and separability.
But how do you hold the tension

of that "and" in your heart and in your
hands, and thus meet the other?

Separations. Separability.
It is indeed easier to carry out a

clean separation. But what is the foun-
dation of faith? A frozen faith or a
living God?

I have seen how faith - when no
longer a verb, but a noun, a band-aid, a
safe haven, a protective system - can
be used to freeze human faces, freeze
faces with language for example, also
with the languageofChristianity. I have
been around the block.

Something is wrong, fundamen-
tally wrong. This is not on the level of
tenure and tenure cap, conversions,
evaluations, etc. I cannot talk now on
these levels and about these symptoms.
For me, it's too late and too early now.
This is different now. This is about how
one can separate, how one can undo
the tension in that "and," thereby choos-
ing death over life. We can succeed in
that choice.

I am not against success. Then
again, this is not about success; this is
about another kind of choice. This is
about living and not living. This is about
the choice we make in the perceived
separability and the separation of num-
bers and people, of hierarchy through
merit andequality (which, in my book,
is equality before and through God).
One can hide behind that equality (but
not before God); one can also hide
behind merit systems and numbers.
They ultimately meet.

It does not really matter how one
gets rid of the tension, into which side
one collapse it when one forgets it, dis-
avows it, refuses to live from within it,
or when one seeks harmony at all costs,
even at the cost of destroying the soul,
be that one's own (which it always is) or
that of another (which it can be).

I do not know if only a Christian
faces and fails to face the tension of
being called to live in that "and," in that
"and" which is not a wound but a cer-
tain light freedom. I really don't know.
I doubt very much that one has to be a
Christian in order to participate in the
production of the wrong, the undoing
of the tension that is for the living. I do
know that when I avoid that tension
and do not look at the wrong, I offend
my God.

Now, if what I point toward is
completely incomprehensible to you, it
might just be because it is too early and
too late for me with my Friday-night
language. Mayyou fare well withyours.

Sincrely,
Rahel Hahn

nteres ed parties are strongly
encouraged to write letters to the
Editors. Submissions can be

made (1) via the Sou'eserfolder on
the Academic Server, (2) by sending
your letter via DECmail to
"Souwester", or (3) by sending your
disk or printed copy of your letter to
the Sou'uesterthrough campus mal.
All letters must be signed and must
include the author's phone number
for verification. Any letter for publi-
cation may be edited or rejected for
clarity, length, andlor libelous con-
tent.

Opinion
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Prayers for Men
(Editor's Note: This article was

submitted by an anonymous faculty
member. It parodies a memo Jimmy
D wrote on Faculty-Administration
Relations. We thought the relationship
was perfect (heh), but a member of our
elite, quickly dwindling, newly auto-
mated faculty enlightened us to the
truth. Said member also parodied Jim
"Carpet Dealer" Daughdrill's book,
Prayers for Men (hence the title of this
article). Enjoy. Ed.)

Thine Be the Glory
Lord, I know that you know me
Better than I know myself.

But do you know them--
The little people who deride and abuse
me
When all I have done is seek your will?

"I have seen several administrators
deeply hurt"
By "the pains of ad hominem attacks."
Why, "Libby and I still talk about it."

In the words of the psalmist, Lord,
You speak to me
And tell me the way
To administer amongst my enemies,
Yea, amongst the faculty who torment
me
And question my thy justice.

And so, with you, I say to them:
Happy is he who shall seize your chil-
dren
And dash them against the rock!

ShowThyself Part I (A Gloss on Psalm
94)

0 Lord, thou God of vengeance,
Thou God of vengeance, show thyself?
Rise up, judge the earth;
Punish the arrogant as they deserve!

For thine enemies, the faculty,
Do "poison the wells of college-wide
community."

They "breed intellectual apartheid."
And in their stiff-necked passive ag-
gressiveness
They "poison the wells of the commu-
nity."
Whoops, Lord, I already said that:
But I know that you forgive me.

For when I complain against them,
I give specific examples, like
How they "beg the question"
And "make a mockery of fairness"
And"raisevictimization to an artform."

But they, 0 Lord,
Do not discuss "specific behavioral ex-
amples."

They make "negative thinking" a "fre-
quent exercise"
And hide behind "passive-aggressive
terms for attitude."

Only you, 0 Lord, know what that last
phrase means.

And so I give you thanks.
"Even though we are not deserving,"
Or even coherent,
Your "love sustains us."

Show Thyself: Part 2 (More Glossing
on Psalm 94)

O Lord, thou God of vengeance,
Thou God of vengeance, show thyself.
Rise up, judge the earth;
Punish the arrogant as they deserve!

For I, too, must judge the little people
Who in their arrogance demand 5s
When you I have said they must be 3s
Or 2s
or Is.

"Straight evaluations" may seem "un-
caring"
To the "38%" who are haughty,
Expecting "hopeful leniency."

No! I must walk the straight and nar-
row!
Many are hired, but few are tenured.
This is your way.

For to improve faculty-administration
relations,
We must "accept the inevitability of a
perceived adversarial relationship."
Only this will "maintain the tenure sys-
tem."

I know I said on page 2 of my memo
that "seeing each other as adversaries"
will "perpetuate a we-they relationship"
When of course what we want is
"To see ourselves as a team."

But as long as the false God of tenure
rules,
We cannot play on the same team-
Even though I just said that I wanted to.

Well, I don't.

I will taketh my toys and go home--
Libby and I have discussed this fre-
quently--
Before I again cross "academe's Great
Divide."

In the words of thy servant Emerson:
Foolish hobgoblins are the same con-
sistency as little minds.
Or whatever.
Amen.

President fames DaughdriU leads members of the Board of Trustees in digging a mass grave for
thefaculty. "We figured, hey, alitheydo is whineaU the timeanyway. And whatdo we need them
for any more since we have a great Campus Life Center? We finaly got our priorities staight!"

I!1

Top 10 commt
heard on nius
after the of
the new yeairbook eg
10. "So tell me again why this hologram isn't a waste of money..."

9. "And the rugby team played... on...?? and the score was...??"

8. "So is this 'persistence of vision' thing thareason that LAST YEAR'S Rites of
Spring picture's in there?"

7. "Were'Ask Me' shirts in high style on picture day?"

6. "Are they goingto have pictures ofJamie Bogner and Catherine Cueller in their
'STAFF' T-shirts next year?"

5. "Boy, Leah McDonald sure does look a lot like Dave McCollum!" (see page 92)

4. "Damn, I'm really glad I got to learn about the history of holography!" (see

page 34)

3. "Gee, there are more people listed in the 'Not Pictured' section of class

photographs than there are faculty leaving Rhodes this year!"

2. "What the hell is a 'Bob Frawg' anyway?" (see any sports article by sports

editor)

1. "Their Top 10 Lists' are even less humorous than those in the Rhode'ster.

LW

To achieve the most dramatic
effect in viewing the 1995
Last Rhode'ster inset photo,
bold the paper over an open
flame and rock slowly back
and forth on your tippy-toes
(this can be more easily
achieved if you think of it as
just imitating President

Daughdrill meditating).

(More information on
ignorant Rhodes students
who are too moronic to
figure out how to view
holograms onp. 95 ofyour
over-budget, super-duper
high tech yearbook)

- AB'
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Special How to be a Sou'wester Staff Member Edition
To do our part in helping the Sou'wester overcome its constant staffing problems, we have devised this guide to instant journalistic success. If followed correctly, this formula will lead to an
overabundance ofarticles (or at least an overabundance of words) for future editions.

How to Write Your Own
McCoy Theatre Review
(Just Like Henry Murphy)

(McCoyProduction Here) opened
Thursday, (Date here) to a full house.
Directed by the marvelous (Director's
Name here) the play, written by the
wonderful (Playwright's Name here),
featuredgrindingwit and showstopping
tunes (Note: Ifnot a musical, substitute
"overshadowing irony").

Starring (Senior Actress here) in
her most challenging role to date as the
slyyet innocent (character's name), the
production delves into such social con-
cerns as (Social concern A), (Social
Concern B), and (Social Concern C).
Her innocent strength is offset by the
bitterly corrupt scumbucket (Insert
Irish character name), well played by
Gabe Rikard.

Rikard's strong voice meshes well
with (Junior Actress here)'s lilting so-

prano on several tunes. (Note: If not
musical, insert the following sentence:
Carapezza's subtle sexuality seduces
(Junior Actress here) just as easily as he
seduced the audience.) (Sophomore
actress here), with her ravaged persona,
makes (character name here) spare, ten-
der, sad and beautiful all at the same
time.

David Jilg's costumes [David Jilg
always does the costumes], while spare
and minimalist, provide a rich, very
lavish beauty to the production [never
the play, always the production].

However, (set designer here)'s set,
while lavish and beautiful, is far too
spare to support this minimalist pro-
duction.

All in all, (play name here) is a
production definitely worth the price
of admission. It is a bouncy and ingra-
tiating look at the empty shells of our
lives.

(Insert One-line Introductory
Paragraph here).

I've decided to do some more re-
search on the topic of (Insert Half-
Witted Attempt at Social Experiment
here). I met with some interesting re-
suits.

(Insert Pathetically Uninteresting
Results here). Isn't that interesting?

(Insert Really Boring Personal
Experience here). I am truly remorse-
ful for this error for several reasons:

How to Write Your Own
Letter to the Editor
(Jut LE /b Hegr)

Dear Sirs:
Have you ever noticed (Insert

peripheral issue that was out of date
when even Jim Turner wrote about it
here)? If it weren't for the (Insert
excrement-related body part here) on
the (Insert Student Board here), the
(Insert Unknown Publication or
Group here), which we all know de-
serves (Insert undeserved reward
here), would have enough money to
pay for the (Insert hologram here).

(Insert Irrelevant Reason 1 here).
(Insert Irrelevant Reason 2 here).
But then again, what do I know?

Afterall, I'm onlya (Insert Yankee com-
ment here). All I do know is that (Insert
Reference to Previous Inept Social
Comment here).

So, the next time you're walking
around the Rhodes campus, notice (In-
sert something nobody ever notices or
really cares about here) or, if you're
reallybrave, whydon'tyou even (Insert
previously-mentioned half-witted at-
tempt at social-experiment here) for

(Insert overhashed historyofpe-
ripheral issue here). Appeals were
made, teeth were gnashed, letters writ-
ten and (Insert object followed by a
passive voice verb here). The end
result of this was (Insert result every-
body knows and likes here). That's
why this sucks, and most peoplewould
agree with me. (Note: They don't, but
you don't care. You can always pre-
tend.]

What should we do about it?
(Insert answer given to writer by Un-
known Publication Editor here) and
in the end, (Insert random meaning-
less quote here).

Respectfully,
(Insert your name here)

How to Write a Really Whiny
Administration-Bashing Article

selves in ritual protest of (Insert Previ- word or pissed here) as the ex-faculty(Just Like Chris Knight) ously Mentioned Problem here). Liz members. Sophomore Matthew Jones
Within the past week, the admin- Feder, formerprofessor ofhistory, said, said, "(Insert philosophical yet irrel-

istration has received a flurry of criti- as her hair began to smoke, (Insert evant, inflammatory, rambling com-
cism from faculty, students and staff really saucy comment here) and Presi- ment here)."
about (Insert Problem that Nobody dent Daughdrill should be (Insert per- When asked about the (Insert Is-
Cares about here). Responding to this tinent,painfulmedicalprocedurehere) sue here), Admiral Harlow said, "(In-
criticism, (InsertAdministration Mem- without proper anesthesia." sert another word for "go away" here)."
ber Called at 3 AM and quoted while According to Nancy Bercaw, PresidentDaughdrillwasin(InsertState
half-asleephere), said, "(InsertInflam- Feder's ex-colleague, "(Insert Inflam- here)atan(Insertpreviouslyunknown
matory Yet Pointless Quote from Dean matory quote here) and Daughdrill is a alumni club and carpet sales conven-
McMahon thatwillbeexpoundedupon (Insert unprintable nickname reminis- tionhere) bute-mailed theeditors, say-
for four pages in the next issue here)." cent of a small furry animal here)." ing, "(insert either 'I don't know,' 'I'll

Over the past two weeks, (Insert Immediately following her statement, get back to you,' or 'I agree with you'
Random, Made-up Number here) fac- Bercaw exploded, here)."
ulty members have immolated them- Students were as (Insert another

How to Write Your Own Sports Article
(Just Like Eddie Dieppa)

Yesterday, (Insert Date Here), the
Rhodes Cross-Country Team (Note:
there are no other sports at Rhodes--
only Cross-Country and Track) raced
in the (InsertName ofRacehere) Cross-
Country Classic at (Insert Name of In-
significant Institution of Higher Learn-
ing here).

Eddie Dieppa finished fifth for the
Lynx and 19th overall, but ran very

yourself? I did, and look what it did for
me. [Note: You didn't, and you're
really the better for it.]

(Insert Weak One-line Conclu-
sion that doesn't conclude anything
here).

Love and (Insert small furry her-
bivore here),

(Insert your name here)

I I

well, considering he drank an entire
fifth of Barton's the night before. Also
racing for the Lynx were (Insert Run-
ner who did better than Eddie I here),
(Insert Runner who did better than
Eddie 2 here), and (Insert Runner who
did better than Eddie 3 here), who set
school and conference records, but
didn't run as well as Eddie.

Running the (Insert Race that no

one in his right mind would run with-
out a car here) and setting a personal
best with (Insert Painfully Mediocre
Time here) was Welch Suggs, who also
ran very well.

Coach Robert Shankman was (In-
sert another way to say happy here)
with the Lynx effort and predicts an-
other (Insert mediocre conference
name here) championship for the Lynx.

How to Write Your
Own Opinion Column
(just like Jim Turner's Rationale)

(Insert Obscure Recent Event
here) to manypeople illustrated (Insert
Patently Obvious Socially Acceptable
Characteristic here). However, in my
mind, (Oversimplified Objection here).

(Insert Hokey Example of Arkan-
sas Life here). (Insert Obtuse Point
from Hokey Example here).

Now, I'm just an Arkansas boy,
and a lowly undergraduate, and I don't
claim to know very much about (Is-
sue), but (Insert Arrogant Opinion
here). [Note: You're lying. Always
pretend to know about the issue, even if
you haven't the foggiest. If all else fails,
quote some random conservative bas-
tion or dead economist.]

(Restate Objection in Incredibly
Obscure and Convoluted Terms. Note:
Include as many names of Greek and
English philosophers as possible.)

Now, I'm a "conservative," or at
least more in line with today's conser-
vatives than today's liberals, although I
don't like either group very much. Not
all of you accept the same assumptions
of the superiority of a limited govern-
ment and a free society that I do. Why,
may you ask, should you listen to me
about (issue)?

(Obscure News Event from 1994).
(Obscure News Event from 1990-

1993).
(Reference to the Nazi Party). And

surely we don't want our government
following the same path.

Is this heartless? Maybe. Even I
must admit that it sounds a bit Spartan.
However, (Final Patronizing Attempt
to Win OverAudiencehere). I'mafraid
it doesn't get any better than that.

This issue was brought to you by CR, IT and
jC. Stop the voices. Redrum, Redrum, .... IlS
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How to Write a Socially-
Conscious Commentary
(just Like Jason Carmel's "Smoke and Mirrors")

Come to the (Insert
criminally

overfunded and
under-attended

student
organization

here)'s annual
(insert event

destined to flop
here) on (Date) for

only (Insert the
price of a new Ford

Ranger here).
BUY TICKETS NOW!
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